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Dominance and strength of Ghanaian fishermen
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Thefishermen

In CBte d'lvoire artisanal marine fisheries are at present largely dominated by fishermen
from other countries, while the Ivoirians are only represented by a few Alladian handline
crewsestablished near Abidjan. Along therest of thecoast, maritimefishingisno longe
canied out, except in certain villages on an occasional basis, or to supplement the diet.
However, even if it is frequentlyconsidered that CBte d'Ivoire has no maritime tradition,
and although the lagoons effectively formed a protected area more favourable for
fishing, sea fishing itself would appear to be an ancient occupation in the case of th
Alladian who were based south of the Ebri6 lagoon. This allowed for eariy exchang
and underwent important developments at the beginning of the twentieth century.
addition, in the east and the cent* of the counby, the expansion of the plantatio
economy and the rapid growth of industrial fishing since 1950 have turned the coas
populations away from 'traditional' fishing on an individual basis. Meanwhile, t
migration of youth to the towns, the inaccessability of the western region well into
1970sand thegrowth of the 'Kroumen phenomenon' (men embarking ascrew on bo
European vessels) did nothing to develop fishing other than as a small-scale means o
subsistence.
Therefore, amongst the some 10,000 small-scale fishermen working on the Iv
coastline in 1989, 8,000 to 9,000 were of Ghanaian origin, especially Fante and
the others being mainly Liberian or Senegalese.' The Fante fishermen, from the centr
part of the Ghanaian coast, are presently settled all along C6te d'lvoire. Theirexpansio
which began at the beginning of the twentieth century on several different sites al
by their great
ability to adapt to ecological
andlor econo
the coast, is distinguished
.
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is charactehzed by a certain skility in their place of settlement and in their fishin
strategies (see Table 1).
The Fante and the Ewe are the two main groups of Ghanaian origin. A communit
of Ga line-fishermen from the Accra area has also settled in Abidjan since the 1970s
As for the Nanakrou, organized in small units of 1 or 2 line fishermen from Liberia, an
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the Senegalese line fishermen using big motorised canoes, these groups are settled to
the west of Cirte d'Ivoire.
Production

However, other estimates take this amount to mire than 30,000 t a year forl984-1985,
thus comparing favourably to the tonnage landed by the indusfrial fleet based in the port
of Abidjan (Ecoutin et al. 1990). The vitality of the small-scale sector is also shown by
the noticeable development (during the last ten to fifteen years) of fishing camps in the
Abidjan area (near the port) where fishing Ghanaian units came to compete with the
industrial sardine fishery by providing a cheaper and better quality produce (Guinguenno 1986) into the market.
Whereas in the early stages (between 1950 and 1960) the rapid development of
industrial fishing may have caused a crisis for the artisanal fisheries, the latter have
undergone remarkable expansion since the 1970s, while indusmal production has
tended to stagnate, even to diminish, and theimport of frozen fish has greatly increased.4

Organisation of Fante and Ewe fishermen: Migratory Structures in C8te
d'Ivoire
Fishing Cump: Ertablishmenr Structures5

The Ghanaian fishermen's campsites, presently located all along the Ivoirian coast
make up the backbone of migration movements: they form a series of permanen
receptidn centres around whichseasonal movements a i d migrations as such6 betwee
Ghana and CBte d'Ivoire, and along the Ivoirian coastline, are organized.
Retracing the history of these camps exposes the fishermen's migrations, not as
straight-forward phenomenon only motivated by the search for fish, hut as an expansio
movement. Multipolar from the start, it is marked by advances and reheats related t
ecological conditions and to the evolution of commercial outlets.
Fante and Ewe fishing camps are of different composition, the two groups havi
followed different patterns of expansion. It is also rare to find Fante and Ewe fi.
in the same camp, and in the few cases this occurs (e.g. Vridi), they form two
communities, each having their own chief, organisation, etc.
Fante camps are made up of clusters of fishing units whose numbers vary from o
site to another depending on the time of the year. The permanent campsite structure
ensured by a nucleus of practically sedentary fishermen, some of whom perfo
prominent roles, such as headman and head fisherman. Although each camp practi
numerous techniques, some specialisation according to type of production does oc
in camps within the same area. For instance, Sassandra is an important centre forlandi
sardinella, while nearby Drewin is reputed for its rock lobster production.
Among the ~ w k to
, the contrary, technical specialisation according to campsi
very clear. In the Vridi camp near Abidjan the units use purse seines while the o
camps specialise in beach seining. In the latter case, because of the contiguity of te
along the coast, every unit tends to form an autonomous entity. However, a c e

coherence is ensured in each sector by the presence of a headman, who is at the same
time judge in internal matters and community representative in external matters. Despite
the wide sphere of influence his authority does not extend to the economic domain as
it does among the Fante.
A survey carried out in August and September 1989 on the Alladian coast (Ewe
fishermen using beach seines) and at Sassandra (Fante), coupled with various interviews
with camp headmen and craft owners, allows us to understand certain socio-economic
characteristics of the units.
Generally, the boats belong to a sole owner and rarely to a group of owners. This is
usually a man of Ghanaian origin, more rarely a woman or an Ivoirian.8 The team is
recruited in Ghana foraspecific length of time, at the end of which the sharing of profits
takes place back home after making accounts of expenses and earnings. However, the
fishermen are sometimes recruited on the spot, in which case the eamings are shared
out on a daily (in fish) weekly or monthly (in cash) basis. Married fishermen are
accornpanied by their wives while bachelors travel alone or with a 'sister' (real or
otherwise). Although not truly a part of the unit, these women have an important role
to fulfil in the smoking and selling of the fish. Usually the women buy the fish from the
fishermen but only pay for it after it has been sold at the market, the profit made on the
sale being theirs to pocket (any loss also being their responsibility). Thus each unit is
associated with a group of women who sell the produce.
The surveys also highlighted certain existing differences between Fante and Ewe
units. Ewe units use the same gear all year round. Beach seine units are large groups of
about thirty men, 'the sons of the net' (edovio).
.. recruited in Ghana on a~~-5 vear
, -cnnrract
~These groips are characterised by theneed to preserve the capital invested, combining
a collective management of expenses with a share system which favours the owner
(sharing into four shares being the most common) on the one hand; and on the other
hand by their longevity which sometimes spans successive generations through pamlineal inheritance. The Ewe owners also form a close-knit group with those who have
been 'successful' at the centre: those who have managed to put together several nets
and are therefore at the head of several fishing units.
Thenets used by theFanteunits are of several types. In addition, the units usingpurse
seines often have secondary gear at their disposal for seasonal use. The teams are made
up of 3 to 15 fishermen according to the gear used. Both the ways in which the teams
areput together and theshare systems appear tovary. Acontract isnotnecessarily signed
upon recruitment and usually extends to no more than 2 or 3 years. In the case of purse
seines units in Sassandra for example, the most frequently used systemof sharing gives
3 shares to each input (canoe, motor, net) and one share to each fisherman. The running
costs (fuel and everyday net maintenance) are charged to the units while repairs,
replacements and investments are solely the owner's responsibility (however, the latter
may hol~owfrom the communal account). Generally speaking, such units sell their
catches not only to the fishermen's wives, but also to other women with whom they do
business in order to have access to cash whenever needed. In the case of the smaller
~

fishing units using set nets, relations of production are more linked to domestic relations
(father - son and husband - wife) or to associations.
Besides, if at present most of the units are run on the basis of single ownership, in
the early 1960s collective ownership was very frequent (cf. de Surgy). Lastly, the
longevity of a fishing unit appeared shorter and the concentration of the means of
production by one person appeared less frequent and less important than among Ewe
fishermen.
Migration factors

In most cases the fishing units presently found in Sassandra and especially on the
Alladian coast were created in Cbte d'Ivoire, even though the owners primarily came
with units created in Ghana. This however does not imply that ties are broken with the
native country or that periodical or definitive movements back do not take place.
Within the teams, operating principles imply periodical splits leading to the return
of the fishermen-new members to their native country. However, the teams are
frequently centred on a core of permanent fishermen, often members of the owner's
family, particularly among the Ewe. In addition, on-the-spot recruitment as practiced
by some headmen and possible debts contracted with the owner are factors contributing
to prolonged stays for the 'employees.'
Themigrations and settlements of the fishingunits tend to follow that of theirowners.
In this respect the Ewe units using beach seines are characterised by their permanence
in Cbte d'lvoire in a limited area, even though certain owners invest in nets back home
as they grow old (so as toeventuallyreturn toGhana) or they maintain shares in 'family'
nets operating in Ghana.
Although quite large cores of more or less sedentary Fante owners can be found in
nearly all camps, mobility remains an important element in the operation of Fante units.
It essentially occurs between Ghana and Cbte d'Ivoire, and along the Ivoirian coastline.
These temporary or seasonal moves can he motivated by the abundance of fish, but also
by the prospect of better prices and the search for cash;9 they can also provide the
opportunity to buy cheaper equipment. In addition, a number of Fante owners might
have chosen apolicy of spatialrisk spreading by having a boat operating in Cbte d'Ivoire
and another one in Ghana.
Settling in Cbte d'Ivoire may have been preceded by earlier migrations to other
counmes, especially to Benin for the Ewe and Liberia for the Fante. I have not been
able, however, to pinpoint definitive departures from Cbte d'Ivoire.

The Role Played by Fante and Ewe Fishermen in C6te d'Ivoire: Nomads or
Settlers?
Relationships between the Ghanaian Fishermen and the Ivoirians

Relationships between the fishermen and the Ivouians, whether authorities or village
people, are certainly complex. The nomadic nature of the Ghanaian fishermen makes
them an uncontrollable and suspect population, but one cannot ignore the important
impact of this same population bn the economic life along the coast, d i i t l y through
its fishingactivitiesandindiiectly, by thefinancialresourcesitrepresentsandtheparallel

activities it sustains. The Ghanaian fishermen amplify this economic role, but each
individual knows his situation is precarious (the Ewe still recall the expulsion measures
against them in 1958 and more recently Ghanaian fishermen's homes were destroyed
on the Aby lagoon).
If mutual exchanges between communities are distant and distrustful, individual
relationships can exist with respect to mutual favours rendered (for example, fish supply
made easier in return for tolerance of certain deals).
Ivoirian politics are also complex with regard to maritime fisheries, especially to the
role given to fishery centres created in the west of the country. One of their main
preoccupations is supposed to encourage the native population in taking up fishing so
that the country's natural resources do not enrich foreigners.10 Another aspect of their
activities has been the creation of cooperativegroups (Groupements ii Vocation Coop&ative - GVC), through which fishermen have had access to loans from Ivoirian banks
and to tax-free petrol. However, the enforcement of these measures has been problematic, having to come to terms with the internal organisation in the camps while
adhering to a desire to modernise small-scale fishing but also to encircle and control it.
As for the spreading of fishing techniques, the Ghanaian fishermen have had little
or no lasting effect on the Ivoirians; not that attempts have not been made to adopt
Ghanaian techniques. The authorities even supported these efforts which they saw as a
means of modernisation, but they ended up in failure.
In the case of villages of the Alladian coast which attempted to adopt the beach seines
in the 1950s and 1960s,ll it would appear that failure was due to sociological problems
rather than a technical incapacity or a lack of know-how. These attempts appear as an
achievement of the new social relationships brought about by the development of
plantation agriculture. Their failure seems to stem from the fact that net owners (often
important planters, chiefs or village headmen) could not pin down the village workforce
they hoped to mobilise by using their hierachical position in the lineage (the young
people refused to be 'proletmised' in this manner).
Reasons Behind Migration

Generally thefishermen explain their presence in Cbte d'lvoire by their taste for travel
or the need to leave their families behind in order to make some savings; reasons noted
by A. de Surgy some 25 years ago. However, these explicite personal motives appear
insufficient in accounting for the complexity of the expansion process of Ghanaian
fishermen in C6te d'lvoire.
As already shown, Ewe and Fante migrations areinspired by differentdynamics. For
Ewe owners along the Alladian coast (beach seining), migration leads to real establishment. This has allowed the setting-up of a network of hierarchical relationships
which tie the group up and in which the possession and accumulation of capital is
translated in terms of social power through increased prestige. Organised in large units
where the relations of production are based on kinship models, they appear to follow a
'Big Man' type of logic where the concern is the preservation of social relations rather
than strict economic gains.
With regard to the Fante, migration appears to have been inspired originally by the
desire to find funding sources in Ghana, outside the 'traditional' circuits, through the

creation of collectively owned units which later made possible the local emergence of
a group of owners. The migratory forms underwent some modification, hut the search
of and for profitability and gain than appears stronger among the Ewe group. This is
expressed by the greater mobility of Fante units and more diversified fishing activities.
Organised in small fishing units conceived basically as working teams, the Fante appear
to follow the logic of the small businessman concerned primarily with minimisingrisks.
Thus, in as much as it is not linear, the expansion of the Ghanaian fishermen in the CBte
d'lvoire is neither uniform nor univocal.
However, if their presence in CBte d'Ivoire appears to he the result of the above
phenomena, the fishermen nevertheless maintain fum ties with Ghana. They have
houses built and invest in nets and plantations. They also portray a true migrant spirit
in declaring themselves prepared to travel to other countries should the presently strained
situation in CBte d'Ivoire deteriorate.
Notes

as such may last a long lime, beyond going to seaand beyond theaccounting exercise taking place between
two rounds of remiunent and sharing.

m8iuly to specialised fishing units p"rsuing high "due spccies (for instance lobster fishing in Drewin), and
is found mainly in urban centres
9. Although a group of women usually comes dong witll the learns movillg in to settle, Fante news
myrating on a temporary basis usually go by themselves; they then have to give their production to women
they have DO regular
- relations with and who are not in association with the team. The fish is then bought
cab, with no discount.
10. This idea is clearly displayed in cenain articles ~ublishedin the daily national 'Fratemit4 Matin,'

11. Generally these villages fust uied to adopt the sardinella surrounding net, but the growth of
indusuial sardine fishing forced the Alladian to abandon this type of net.

* Translated from French.
I. According to figures produced by the CRO in Abidjan (J. Konan) basedon lists establtshed by CRO
agena in the east and centre of the counny and those of Centre dc P8cho in the west Unfomnately the
totd figures do not specify the disuibution of fishermen according m elhnicity and origins.
2. The term 'Awlan' used in C6te d'lvoire for these fishermen is a very derogatory one (Awlan is
particulary associated with hums1 sacrifice). This probably cxplai~iswhy the fishermen of !his group
established in thcCdted'lvoire prefer tocall themselvesEwe. By assimilation they a r e a l s o d e d Beninois
orPopo, havingbeen accepted by people of that origin (as inTabou) or having previously migrated to Benin
themselves.
3. Although estimations concerning the volwne unloaded per type of production vary, one may retain
those established by J.Y. Weigel for 1984 in order to give an idea of the relative imporuulce of different
fishing types within national production:

4. These impom rose to the record figure of 140,OW tons in 1989, representing FCFA 20 billion
(Direction des Pkhes, Abidjan).

5. The Ghanaian settlements are generdy located on lhe outskim of towns and native villages.
Although the houses are mostly flimsy sauctures, they are permanent. The fishennen have their own
authoritalive sauctnre (with a chief and notables), but each is dependant on the town or village that has
allowed h.kn to settle there and which more often than not deducts taxes or fees for this privilege. These
characteri~licslead us to consider these settlements as camps rather than villages or quanen.
6. Distinction made by Jorion (1988)
7. The fishing unii as pomaycd here is made up of technical assets belonging to one or more owners
and of a team (whlch may or may not include the owners). Each element may evolve or change. Both a
working unit and a management unit, it is also the scene and expression of cenain social relationships and
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